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Defend Against Cyber Threats With Advanced
Cyber Threat Intelligence Sharing
We all face a similar problem in managing cyber threat intelligence (CTI)
and sifting through information to find the pieces that help us make informed
decisions and act quickly to keep our environment secure. But, what if we
could securely share cyber threat intelligence at machine speed to make us
all safer?    

Solution Highlights
Supercharge your environment with
Soltra Edge ®

• Share threat intelligence (send and
receive) with ISACs, ISAOs, industry
associations, communities, trust
groups, DHS and others

®

Soltra Edge is a platform for sharing and automating CTI within your
organization and the outside world. As your central repository for CTI, Soltra
Edge aggregates data from internal and external sources and normalizes it
in STIX format (instead of proprietary or non-standard formats). Managing
CTI using the STIX constructs ensures easy interoperability with other
applications and devices that are compliant with the STIX and TAXII
standards and allows for integration with non-standard data sources. And,
it facilitates the sharing of CTI within your organization, your industry, with
other organizations, and with private groups.

In research conducted by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory, deploying Soltra Edge reduced critical response
time from awareness to decision to under a minute, and
decision to action to under 30 seconds.

• Serves as a router of threat
intelligence to your security
applications and devices such as your
SIEMS or firewalls
• Easily connect to leading vendors
such as IBM, LogRythm, AlienVault,
HPE, Splunk, Intel Security, Cisco,
Palo Alto, Phantom, Tanium,
Tripwire, Carbon Black, ServiceNow,
ThreatQuotient, Anomali

• Direct two-way sharing with the DHS
AIS feed and receipt of the FedGov
feed

Soltra Edge changes the cybersecurity paradigm by accelerating the
process of detection of risks to taking action, allowing users to more quickly

• Quick setup and configuration

make decisions and mitigate threats. As a result, your operation’s capacity
to manage threats is significantly increased. Soltra Edge has demonstrated

• Robust search and tagging for easy

massive reductions in time from awareness to decision to action, reducing

organization of and access to your

response time by 98 percent.

cyber threat data

Why Soltra Edge?

®

Using Soltra Edge as your central intelligence repository to filter and
control the information that is sent to other applications and devices in your
cybersecurity stack avoids unnecessary tasks and alerting, and allows your
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organization to apply lessons learned in the form of filters and controls.

Soltra Edge is a proven solution, having been tested and
implemented in the financial services sector. NC4 Soltra hosts
the FS-ISAC’s Soltra Edge repository.
As your CTI router, Soltra Edge makes adding additional routes easy.
Additional benefits include:
• Reduce manual labor required to collect, collate, process and
disseminate intelligence data within environments resulting in significant
cost savings
• Enable sharing communities and private trust groups

Pricing
Download a free 90-day trial from

• Support all eight STIX core constructs

our website at www.Soltra.com.

• Manage CTI sharing with TLP markings and additional privacy and
security controls

Contact SoltraSales@NC4.com

• Operate as both a server and a client

can enhance your cyber threat

• Run on a virtual appliance or install on a physical server

to discuss how our solutions
intelligence program.

• Run on-premise or in NC4's secure data center
• Connect users to open, non-proprietary, communities
• Enable two-factor authentication

More About NC4 ®
NC4 delivers safety and security solutions for
both business and government organizations.
NC4 revolutionizes how organizations and
communities collect, manage, share and
disseminate information to reduce cyber threats,
fight crime, mitigate risks and manage incidents.
NC4 also provides cyber threat sharing solutions
both through secure collaboration services and
recently (via Soltra Edge), through automated,
structured, and standardized (STIX/TAXII)
mechanisms.

REVOLUTIONIZING

SAFETY & SECURITY

NC4 solutions are used by private sector
companies involved in financial services, high-tech,
insurance, manufacturing, aerospace and defense,
oil and gas, pharmaceuticals and healthcare,
as well as other industries. In the public sector,
NC4 solutions are used by federal, state and
local agencies in homeland security, emergency
management and law enforcement disciplines.
To learn more about how NC4 can benefit your
organization, visit www.NC4.com or call
877-624-4999 or 310-606-4444.
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